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WHAT THE BLOCKCHAIN IS
 A “Distributed” or “Shared” Ledger
 A technology platform for holding data and
authenticating data securely, transparently, and
immutably.
WHAT THE BLOCKCHAIN IS NOT
 Bitcoin, etherium or digital currencies
 Mt Gox or the Dark Web
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HOW MANY BLOCKCHAINS ARE THERE?
 Many – hundreds, thousands
 “The Blockchain” underlies Bitcoin - Other digital currencies
 Blockchains can be public or private, permissioned or open

WHAT ARE CRYPTO CURRENCIES?
 Applications that work on the Blockchain

WHAT ARE OTHER APPLICATIONS?





Recording deeds, stocks, and other valuable ownership records
Tracking supply chains for pharmaceuticals, diamonds, foods, wine
Voting records; identity records; lotteries and gaming
Many uses still not known
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WHY IS THE BLOCKCHAIN IMPORTANT?
“Few predicted the profound effect [the internet] would have on society. Today,
blockchain—the technology behind the digital currency bitcoin—might seem like a trinket
for computer geeks. But once widely adopted, it will transform the world.” Ginni
Rometty, IBM CEO

WHY SHOULD ANYBODY CARE ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN
AND DLT?
“The blockchain allows us to, for the first time, build systems and technologies that run
between different organisations that don’t trust each other and bring them to consensus.
It’s not often there’s a breakthrough in computer science. There are waves of hype
all the time, but it’s not often that there’s something new. …It just becomes self-evident
that there’s a massive opportunity in finance, wherever firms record the same data
that their counterparts do, and then have to manage it, that this blockchain
technology…can be used to massively simplify and reduce that cost and complexity by
just doing it once and knowing for sure that what you see is what your counterpart sees.”
Richard Brown, CTO at R3
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BLOCKCHAIN DEMONSTRATION
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What we’re on about:
Distributed Ledgers
Distributed ledgers are a combination of two old technologies

How do we think about DLT use
cases – some criteria
The big IFs for a blockchain use case
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LSEG Post Trade Italy PoC
Rationale

Scope

•

Majority of shareholders of not listed issuers
hold certificates in physical form (this is quite
common in Italy)

•

Stock certificates tokenized as digital assets on
Blockchain, in accordance with the current legal
requirements for the de-materialization of assets

•

Certificates in physical form are safe-kept at a
Notary office or in own vault

•

Shared distributed ledger to support advanced
functionalities such as real time shareholding,
securities transfers, data security/segregation

•

Holding certificates in physical form presents
several obstacles

PoC’s benefits
• Allow real time shareholding information to issuers, CSD and regulators: issuers are constantly aware of
beneficiary owners connected to the business network.
• Support and facilitate funding processes
• Reduce complexity in change of ownership of certificate (no longer through notary functions)
• Reduce regulatory/fiscal reporting overhead for SMEs

LSEG Post Trade Italy PoC
Technology
•

Prove DLT capability to properly answer
to technology requirements:
 Data segregation: segregation and
separation of data is crucial for financial
services because several participants
could be members of a Blockchain
network but with different roles and duties
 Interoperability: a new solution DLT
based should be integrated with legacy
systems in order to leverage its full
capability to interact with systems
platforms already working.

Business
•

Prove DLT capability to implement a
solution enabling to support business
growth on the issuance process. The key
identified elements are:
 Process Efficiency: a faster and
cheaper process than the current one
 Process Innovation: a system enabling
to automate the systematic update of the
shareholders identification book
 Business Opportunity: a system could
facilitate the development of a security
private placement network among
issuers and institutional investors.
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